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Goals of the Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood
A. Create a safe and attractive community in which to live, work, shop and play.
B. Preserve and improve the livability of established residential areas.
C. Encourage infill residential development while assuring compatibility with the
surrounding area.
D. Assure that the new housing which is developed is both livable and a good neighbor
to existing development.
E. Provide a pleasant experience for pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists along major
streets and in commercial and community service centers.
F. Discourage expansion of strip commercial development while encouraging cohesive
and functional shopping areas.
G. Allow legally existing businesses and offices to continue to operate along arterials.
H. Support business diversification and growth which is compatible with neighborhood
livability.
I. Develop pedestrian and bicycle pathways which link residential areas with nodes of
commercial and community service activities.
J. Maintain and improve the community's park system.
K. Encourage use of mass transit.
L. Support implementation of the Powell Butte Park Plan:
M. Preserve and enhance significant natural areas such as Johnson Creek, Springwater
Corridor, Kelly Butte and Powell Butte.
N. Discourage encroachment of incompatible land uses, such as non-residential-related
outdoor storage, in established residential neighborhoods.
o. Encourage citizen participation in civic issues, community development and land use
planning.
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Historical Overview
A Look Through the Decades in the Gilbert and Powellhurst Areas: A Brief History of the
Gilbert and Powellhurst Neighborhoodsl
This history of the Gilbert and Powellhurst neighborhoods is at best inadequate to reflect
all that has happened down through the last 100 years or so that people have lived within
the boundaries of the current neighborhood. However, our early neighbors and in some
cases our ancestors left us a legacy of hard work, devotion to family, schools and churches
that is an example for us today and tomorrow. This history will attempt to review the
historic figures that lived here, look at several public events that left positive impressions
on the mind of this writer and a brief chronological look back at this neighborhood over the
last century.
The Origin of the Name of Our Neighborhood
The Gilbert schools were named after William M. Gilbert who was born in Indiana in 1865
and left home for California at the age of 23. He remained in California briefly and then
settled in Multnomah County. In 1891 he married Miss Mary Furey whose family owned
land and farmed in the Gilbert area. The Gilbert farm of 35 acres was said to be highly
cultivated. William Gilbert and his wife were so well respected in the area that Gilbert
Station was named for them. Gilbert Station was where the interurban railway stopped.
Mr. Gilbert was on the school board of District 45, now known as the Gilbert School. He
promoted improvements in many streets and roads in the area and in fact, Harold Street
was previously named Gilbert Road. Mr. Gilbert and his wife had two children. Don was
born in 1892 and another child died in infancy. Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert are buried in the
Pioneer Cemetery at 82nd Avenue and Holgate Boulevard.
The Powell name is from a pioneer family in the Gresham area. Jackson Powell came
across the Oregon Trail (or was it the Oregon Trial?); in any event they settled on land near
Hogan Road. In 1853, they filed to homestead the land. A deed was signed by Ulysses S.
Grant. Mr. Powell farmed and to get supplies to Portland they traveled on Powell Valley
Road, so named for their family. It was said to be a two day trip back then requiring a stop
over in a motel before heading back to the homestead.
Schools
The first school in what is now Powellhurst was called Buckley School in honor of Lionel
Buckley who donated an acre of land at what is now 124th and Division. The school
enrollment increased to the point where another school was needed. In 1924, the new
school was started and in January of 1925 classes moved into the new school. The location
of the new school was between Powell Valley Road (now Powell Boulevard) and Baseline
Road (now Division Street).
1 Prepared for Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood Association by Jack Vahey
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West Powellhurst Elementary School
The new school needed a name and several were proposed: Wortman -12 votes, Buckley
Avenue -11 votes, and Powellhurst - 34 votes. Thus a new era began. This information
about the early school history is from the fine book, "History and Folklore of the David
Douglas Community" published by the David Douglas Historical Society. Several copies
are in the central library in downtown Portland. It should be noted that the suffIX "hurst" is
a word that means "a grove, woods, or wooded hillock". There were indeed la:rg~ groves of
trees (and who knows perhaps spotted owl habitat?) in photos of the area of 122nd and
Division that this writer has seen.
Community Spirit
There have been events that have affected lives, and are remembered by ili.ose involved in
these events, in the history of the Gilbert and Powellhurst areas. The PTA has had a
positive influence on school children. Summer baseball has always een popular in the
area. The interurban railroad ran to Portland along what's now ~alled 'the- SFringwater
Corridor. New shopping centers, widening of major thoroughfares and establishing parks
where there weren't any before has occurred over the years. The string of events and
changes are many in this neighborhood. However, two events stick out in this writer's
memory and their story should be told.
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In the early 1940s, the people of the Gilbert area wanted a public tennis court but there
were not funds in the school budget for it. The land was available behind the Gilbert grade
school, now Alice Ott School. Private funds from local businesses and citizens of the area
and contributed materials allowed for construction of two tennis courts. The names of the
organizations and individuals who made donations are imprinted in the concrete near the
tennis courts. The list includes many pioneer families or their descendants. It is a
monument to their spirit and determination to accomplish a goal for the common good.
Unfortunately the tennis courts have fallen into some disrepair but can still be used.
The second event that is remembered by some is a parade that started on Foster, at about
82nd, and came out Foster to about 116th into the area where the Foster Drive-In is now.
This event was called the Chuck Wagon Roundup. In addition to the parade there were
celebrations at the drive-in location. A corral was built for a rodeo. Various eats could be
had and one could spend a nickel or two throwing baseballs at milk jugs that never seemed
to fall over. As I recall, this was sponsored by the Gilbert PTA. A good time was had by all
who attended and participated.
More History of Powellhurst-Gilbert
Settlers came to Oregon territory in the mid-1800s and dispersed throughout the
Willamette Valley to establish land claims. Many of the people who settled the
Powellhurst-Gilbert area were farmers who came here because there was land available to
settlers under the Donation Land Claim Act. Their legacy is the parcelization of land into
large tracts and establishment of a grid-oriented street pattern.
One of the routes that settlers used was the northern part of the Oregon Trail, which later
became Foster Road. Foster Road was a farm-to-market road named after a pioneer, Philip
Foster, who lived and operated a farm in the southeast near Estacada. Several early settlers
influenced place names and cultural institutions in and around the Powellhurst-Gilbert
neighborhood. Clinton Kelly (Kelly Butte), William Johnson Oohnson Creek), and O.P.
Lent (Lents neighborhood) were the most prominent (Courtesy of Oregon Historical
Society).
Travelers disembarking from boats on the Columbia River used Southeast 82nd Avenue as
a north-south route to Oregon City and other points south. Southeast 92nd Avenue was
also used as a north-south axis and became more prominent as the area around it grew. A
lively commercial district developed, just south of the Powellhurst-Gilbert neighborhood,
at 92nd and Foster Road in Lents.
A steam powered streetcar railway from Portland to Lents, along SE Powell Boulevard and
Foster Road began in 1892. In 1901 the railway was electrified.
In the late 1800s the Powellhurst-Gilbert neighborhood was served by the Portland Traction
Company interurban line which ran from downtown Portland along SE Hawthorne
Boulevard to 50th Avenue, to Foster Road, to lO2nd and Foster, known as Lent's Junction,
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and then to points east. Property along the streetcar line developed into single-family
residential uses. Development was slower in the northern end of Powellhurst-Gilbert due
to lack of good access to the rail transportation.
Post World War IT
Population in this area grew slowly through World War n. Availability of low cost Federal
Home Administration housing loans fueled by demands for housing by rehlming W~r1d
War II veterans led to a surge of residential development th110Ughout the commu.nrity in the
late 1940s. Growth accelerated in the 1960s and 1970s followed by periods {)f populafion
fluctuation in the 1980s.
The Powellhurst-Gilbert neighborhood grew along with the City of Portland. What had
been farmsteads gave way to demand for residential land. Large lots were divided for new
home sites continually from the early 1900s to the present. Metzger land division maps of
1927, 1944, and 1994, on the following pages, visually show how the neighborhood has
changed in less than 70 years. Portions of the Powellhurst-GiIbert neighborh00d were first
annexed in the 1960s with annexations occurring almost continually since then. The final
portions of the Powellhurst-Gilbert neighborhood were annexed to the City of Portland in
1994.
The former 'Foster Farm on Foster Road. The farm was recently purchased by the City of
Portland for Open Space.
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Metzger Land Division Map - 1927
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Metzger Land Division Map - 1944
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Metzger Land Division Map -1994
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•Alice Ott Middle School
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Boundaries
The boundaries of the Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood Association are, starting at the
northwest comer: south on SE 82nd Avenue from Division Street to Powell Boulevard, east
on SE Powell Boulevard to 1-205 freeway, south along 1-205 freeway to Boise Street, east on
SE Boise Street to 104th Avenue, south on SE 104th Avenue to Harold Street, east on SE
Harold Street to 11lth Avenue, south on I11th Avenue to Foster Road, east on Foster Road
to 142nd Avenue, north on SE 142nd to Division, west on SE Division to 82nd Avenue.
Neighborhood Overlap Areas
Outer Southeast Community Plan Boundary
Neighborhood Boundaries within Outer
Southeast Community Plan Boundary
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Overlapping Boundaries with Lents and Pleasant Valley Neighborhood Associations
The boundaries of the Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood Association include portions of
land also identified in the Bylaws of the Lents and Pleasant Valley neighborhood .
associations, both of which have prepared l'leighborhood plans as part of the Outer
Southeast Community Plan as well. (See map on previous page.) Bureau of Planning staff
reviewed each plan to assure consistency with each other as well as the Community Plan.
However, it is possible that, sometime in the future, some policies, objectives and actions
might be interpreted in such a marmer as to create a conflict. Should this occur, decisions
will be made based on both the Comprehensive Plan and individual elements of the Outer
Southeast Community Plan.
Gilbert Heights Elementary School
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Purpose of this Plan
The Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood Plan Committee spent two and a half years
preparing a plan which reflects where we want to be in the future. This plan was done in
conjunction with the larger Outer Southeast Community Plan. We have acknowledged that
the changes occurring around us could affect us in unanticipated ways. In preparing a
neighborhood plan, we tried to identify what is important to the neighborhood to help
make it a better place to live, work and play.
Relationship to the Outer Southeast Community Plan and the Comprehensive Plan
The Outer Southeast Community Plan and the Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood Plans
were adopted as part of Portland's Comprehensive Plan on January 31,1996 by Ordinance
No. 169763. The Outer Southeast Community Plan creates an overall framework for the
entire plan area. This framework establishes zoning, programs, policies, regulations and
identifies actions which are applicable to specific areas or are needed to benefit the entire
outer southeast community. Specific policies, projects, programs, and regulatory
provisions which are special to the neighborhood are contained in the Powellhurst-Gilbert
Neighborhood Plan. The Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood Plan also reinforces those
parts of the Outer Southeast Community Plan which directly apply to the neighborhood.
Development of neighborhood plans within the context of the Outer Southeast Community
Plan ensured that the provisions developed for each neighborhood were coordinated with
actions planned for the rest of the district. Compatibility of the elements included in the
Outer Southeast Community Plan as well as the neighborhood plans with the City's
Comprehensive Plan were major objectives of the process used for development of the
Outer Southeast Community Plan. This process assured that each neighborhood plan was
developed at the same time that the framework for the overall plan was being established.
Review and refinement of the district and neighborhood plans progressed as a single
process through the development of successive drafts.
Structure of the Plan
The Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood Plan consists of several parts. They are the
Neighborhood's Goals; an overview of the neighborhood's history and boundaries;
Comprehensive Plan Policies, Objectives and Action Charts; a Neighborhood Association-
Specific Advocacy Agenda; and appendices. The goals, policies and objectives were
adopted by Ordinance No. 169763. Action charts were adopted by Resolution No. 35491.
Resolutions are advisory to decision makers and do not have the force of law. The
Neighborhood Association Advocacy Agenda, which was added as a result of Planning
Commission decisions, is intended solely for the neighborhood's own guidance and is not
part of the City's Comprehensive Plan, the Outer Southeast Community Plan, nor the
adopted Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood Plan.
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Goals of the Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood: The Powellhurst-Gilbert Goal Statement
illustrates where the Plan is leading and identifies what Powellhurst-Gilbert wants to
achieve as a neighborhood. An abbreviated form of this Neighborhood Goal ties the
Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood Plan to the Outer Southeast Community and Portland's
adopted Comprehensive Plan. It was adopted by ordinance as part of the Outer Southeast
Community Plan Vision and the City's Comprehensive Plan Vision statement. It sets the
stage for the Policies and Objectives.
Policies and Objectives: The Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood Plan's Policies and
Objectives address the aspects of the Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood over which those
participating in the planning process wish to provide guidance to decision makers. Policies
1 - 6 were adopted as part of the Outer Southeast Community Plan and Comprehensive
Plan by ordinance. The Policies guide actions of both the neighborhood and other agencies
for Transportation; Trails, Parks, Open Space and Environment; Public Safety; Housing and
Neighborhood Livability; Historic Preservation and Urban Design; and Economic
Development. The objectives detail ways in which to carry out those policies.
o
l. ~lr \
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Action Charts: The action charts specify projects, programs and regulatory measures that
carry out the Neighborhood Plan's policies. They are assigned a time frame and
implementor to carry them out. Implementors have expressed interest and/or support for
the action with which they are linked. Implementors are named with the understanding
that circumstances may affect the implementation leader's ability to take action. Action
charts were adopted by resolution.
Advocacy Agenda: The Neighborhood Association Advocacy Agenda was added as a
result of testimony taken by Planning Commission and Planning Commission's subsequent
decision to remove two items from the action charts. Instead of removing them from the
Plan entirely, a new Advocacy Agenda was created for them. The Advocacy Agenda is
internal to the Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood and will be used by the Powellhurst-
Gilbert Neighborhood Association only. It addresses two transportation items which are of
significance to the Neighborhood Association. The Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood
Association is solely responsible for implementing these actions.
Previous Neighborhood Plans
In 1977, Multnomah County adopted its Comprehensive Framework Plan. As part of the
planning process, the County and residents within the study area formed into distinct units
to prepare community plans. The Powellhurst Community Plan was adopted in April,
1979.
As part of Portland's annexation of the Powellhurst neighborhood into the City of Portland,
the Community Plan was reformatted and adopted on December 21, 1988 as part of the
City's Comprehensive Plan.
The Planning Process
Planning for the Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood Plan began at a December 14, 1992
Neighborhood Workshop held as part of the Outer Southeast Community Plan workshops.
Between then and Summer, 1993, the Powellhurst-Gilbert Steering Committee met at least
once per month. Successive drafts were reviewed by several members of the Outer
Southeast Community Plan Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) during the process. A
draft was prepared in early 1994, which was presented to the neighborhood for their
comments. A workshop on April 11, 1994 provided residents the opportunity to comment
on the first draft plan, its direction and provisions.
The Proposed Plan was prepared using comments from interested neighbors and TAC
members and published in February, 1995. The Planning Commission held public hearings
in March and June 1995 on the Proposed Outer Southeast Community Plan, Business Plan
and Neighborhood Plans. Many people testified or wrote the Planning Commission asking
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for changes to the Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood Plan. The result of the Commission's
decisions was incorporated into the Recommended Plans, which included the
Recommended Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood Plan.
The Recommended Plans were presented to City Council in October, 1995. City Ccunci I
held public hearings in November 1995 and January 1996 on the Recommended Plans,. as
well as on the Recommended Comprehensive Plan Designations and Zoning: for outel
southeast. On January 31,1996 City Council adopted Ordinance No. 169763, which makes
the Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood Plan part of the Portland Comprehensive Plan. On
the same date City Council also adopted the plan's Action Charts by Resolution No. 35491.
Southeast campus of Portland Community College, SE 82nd
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Policies, Objectives
and Implementation Actions
Policies, Objectives & Implementation Actions
The following statements are policies and objectives which are included in Portland's
Comprehensive Plan. Inclusion of these statements in the Comprehensive Plan makes the
Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood Plan a part of Portland's Comprehensive Plan. Future
land use changes in the Outer Southeast Community Plan area will be required to conform
with the city-wide Comprehensive Plan, Outer Southeast Community Plan, and
Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood Plan. These policies and objectives read:
Comprehensive Plan Policies 2.26 and 3.9
2.26 Outer Southeast Community Plan
Promote the economic vitality, diverse residential character, unique environmental
quality, and livability of outer southeast Portland by including the Outer Southeast
Community Plan as a part of this Comprehensive Plan.
3.9 Outer Southeast Community Plan Neighborhoods and Business Plan
Include as part of the Comprehensive Plan neighborhood and business plans
developed as part of the Outer Southeast Community Plan. Neighborhood and
business plans developed as part of the Outer Southeast Community Plan are those
for Centennial, Foster-Powell, Hazelwood, Lents, Mt. Scott-Arleta, Mill Park,
Montavilla, Outer Southeast Business Coalition, Pleasant Valley, Powellhurst-
Gilbert, and South Tabor. Use the Neighborhood Plans to guide decisions on land
use, transportation and capital expenditures, community development programs,
where applicable.
Objectives:*
A. Make the Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood an enjoyable and pleasant place to live
by improving the physical appearance of the neighborhood, improving commercial
viability, and residential diversity.
• The other objectives associated with Policy 3.9 pertain to other neighborhoods within
the Outer Southeast Community Plan study area.
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Compatible infill development which is consistent wiih guidelines for new residential
construction.
Drawing courtesy of Michael Moedritzer, Architect
The Essential Housing Competition, American Institute of Architects
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Comprehensive Plan Policies
Policy 1. Transportation
Ensure that the neighborhood is accessible by a variety of transportation
modes including walking. bicycling. public transit, auto, and truck, while
reducing noise, pollution and safety hazards.
(Adopted as part of Portland's Comprehensive Plan)
Policy 1(1): Transit
Objectives:
1. Increase the availability of public transit along all major transportation
corridors and near commercial nodes.
2. Develop a "main street" strategy that combines housing density, good urban design
and "ten minute transit corridors" to improve transit service in portions of the
neighborhood, including portions of SE Powell Boulevard.
3. Enact zoning and plan designations which are supportive of future transit along 1-
205 near identified transit stations.
Policy 1(2): Pedestrian and Bikeways
Objectives:
1. Promote local street improvements, including sidewalks, in areas where
improvements are inadequate or nonexistent.
2. Establish a convenient system for bicycle transportation within the community
which links the Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood to the rest of Portland.
3. Consider establishing pedestrian districts in areas of heavy pedestrian
usage, such as commercial centers.
4. Reduce the impact of auto traffic on existing and proposed pedestrian facilities and
bikeways so that people walking and biking will feel more comfortable using
alternative transportation modes.
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Policy 1(3): Neighborhood Traffic Management
Objectives:
1. Manage traffic and circulation through and in Powellhurst-Gilbert tD serve the
neighborhood but not dominate it.
2. Buffer the residential neighborhoDds on both sides of 1-205 frDm freeway
noise.
3. Identify traffic-control options that increase safety, foster opportunity for
commercial, low impact industrial and hDusing development. Consider all major
streets in the neighborhood.
4. Focus new development at locations alDng major transportation corridors, to assure
that land use development activity reinforces, and is reinforced by, transportation
system improvements.
5. In regard to Division Street:
a. Minimize, share and/or separate driveways as much as possible in
cDmmercial and industrial development.
b. Commercial and industrial develDpment should utilize side streets for access
where possible, if they do not face residential areas Dr conflict with the
neighborhood's residential environment.
c. Encourage internal circulation access to connect with adjacent sites without
using Division Street.
d. Encourage construction Df pedestrian accessways between adjacent sites.
Residents using public transportation
(Drawing by Judy Galantha)
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Action Chart: Transportation
Time
# Actions Adopted On- Next 610 Implementors
with going SYrs 20
Plan Yrs
PROJECTS: Transit
TI Develop mass transit service on 1-205. X TM,Melro,
ODOT
T2 Provide more bus shelters with trash receptacles X TM,
and telephones in PowelIhurst Gilbert, especially PGNA,Pvt
on SE 82nd, 122nd and 136th Avenues, SE Powell,
SE Holeate and on SE Division Street.
T3 Develop a major transit stop at the intersection of X TM,BOP
Powell Boulevard and 1-205.
PROGRAMS: Transit
T4 Encourage more residents to use mass transit. X TM,PGNA,
PDOT BOP
T5 Work with Tri-Met to prOVide cleaning X TM, PGNA, Pvt
and trash control of the shelters.
T6 Obtain funding and enlist skilled people X PGNA,PDC,
or agencies to carry out "main street" PDOT
types of development.
PROJECTS: Pedestrians and Bikeways
17 Request PDOT to develop pedestrian walkways X BRCD,PGNA
along designated routes, as identified in the
Transportation Element, throughout the
PowelIhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood, and especially
on Division and on Powell Boulevard east of 1-205.
T8 Request PDOT to develop bikeways along X PGNA
designated routes, as identified in the
Transportation Element, throughout the
PowelIhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood.
PROGRAMS: Pedestrians & Bikeways
T9 Support development of sidewalks along Foster X PGNA
Road east of 1-205.
TlO Encourage existing local businesses, institutions X PGNA,TM,
(schools, churches, libraries, etc.) and Tri-Met to EPDC,BOP,
install secure bicycle parking equipment. PDOT
Til Participate in bike planning efforts to improve bike X PGNA
access from parks to the 1-205 bike path.
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Time
# Actions Adopted On- Next 6to Implementors
with going SYrs 20
Plan Yrs
Tl2 Support creation of a system of bicycle and X PGNA,BHCD
pedestrian facilities which connect points of
interest and employment centers in the
neighborhood to the Springwater Corridor by
I participatinl>: in the Bike Master Plan.
Tl3 Provide an express bus which stops approximately X TM
every mile on Powell Boulevard from downtown
Portland to Gresham.
Tl4 Support efforts to provide a bikeway from the X PGNA
Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood to downtown
Portland.
PROJECTS: Neighborhood Traffic
Mana2ement
Tl5 Request PooT to evaluate traffic impacts on X PONA
Powellhurst-Gilbert's local streets and work with
its staff on methods of resolution.
Tl6 Work with PooT's Bureau of Traffic Management X BHCD,PGNA
to control the volume and speed of traffic
on streets where safety issues are a concern.
Neighborhood priorities are: 136th Avenue south
of Powell, l04th Avenue south of Powell to
Holgate, and 122nd Avenue.
Tl7 Examine parking issues including shared parking X PONA, Pvt,
and other approaches to off-street parking to EPDC,BOP
reduce the amount and size of parking lots.
Tl8 Request PDOT to assist in formation of Local X BHCD,Pvt
Improvement Districts (LIDs) to improve local
streets which are eligible for HUD funding,
including but not limited to: Ramona from 122nd
to 128th, Ramona from 128th to 136th and Holgate
from 122nd to 136th.
PROGRAMS: Neighborhood Traffic
Mana2ement
Tl9 Encourage police to enforce speed limits on local X PONA
streets.
TIO Support existing configuration of 1-205 off-ramps X PGNA
in Powellhurst-Gilbert.
Note: Action Charts were approved by Portland City Council by resolution. They are a startin~ place. All actions have
an identified implementor. They were adopted with the understanding that some will need to De adjusted and others
replaced with more feasible proposals. Identification of an implementor for an action is an eXp'ression of interest and
support with the understanding that circumstances will affect the implementation leader's abIlity to take action.
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Policy 2. Trails, Parks, Open Space and Environment
Kelly Butte
Ensure that the parks~ green spac,es" open $:paces and ,other recreational and
cuItural opportunities of the Powe Ihurst·GUbert neighborhood mee,\ the
needs of area residents and improve the neighborhood"s appearance.
(Adopted as part of Portland'6 Contprehensive Plan)
Objectives:
1. EncQur,age preservation and enhancement of Johnson Creek and its adjacent areas.
2. PFeserve natural draInage ways for surface nmoff and to provide wildlife corridors.
3. Maintain and improve parks and open spaces next to schools.
4. Provide pathways, viewpoints and multiple-use public facilities on Kelly Butte while
preserving the area's natural character.
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5. Implement the Ed Benedict Park plan.
6. Incorporate marshes and low natural areas into a park and pathway system and also
use them for retaining storm water ron-off and recharging the ground water.
7. Develop mechanisms for the protection of water quality within the
Johnson Creek drainage basin.
8. Assess the park needs of residents in Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood and
coordinate with the Portland Parks Bureau to develop prans to provide adequate
levels of park service in the area.
9. Impwvc' existing parks and natural or scenic areas in the neighborhood.
10. Provide street trees and wildflowers in appropriafe places.
West Powellhurst Park
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Action Chart: Trails, Parks, Open Space and Environment
Time
# Actions Adopted On- Next 6to Implementors
with going 5Yrs 20
Plan Yrs
PROJECTS
EI Build a community center, which possibly has X Parks, MC,
a swimming pool, and which includes a senior PGNA,BRCD,
center to serve Powellhurst-Gilbert within the adjoining
area bounded by 1-205, 174th, Halsey, and neighborhoods
Clackamas County, perhaps in conjunction with
Multnomah County and/or other social service or
educational facilities.
E2 Post signs to indicate locations of parks and other X Parks,PGNA
recreation facilities and open spaces.
E3 Provide facilities for pet owners to properly X Parks,PGNA
dispose of pet wastes in the parks.
E4 Develop existing park land with lighting and X Parks, PGNA
activity centers such as ballfields, toddlers play
areas, plav structures, etc.
E5 Work with PDOT to identify appropriate city- X PDOT,PGNA
owned locations for plantinj1; with wildflowers.
PROGRAMS
E6 Provide additional street trees along Powell X ODOT,PGNA
Boulevard.
E? Actively seek improvements to Ed Benedict Park X Parks, BRCD,
that were previously committed to: picnic area, PGNA
plavground facilities, etc.
ES Plant lots of trees along 1-205. X ODOT,PGNA
E9 Assess the opportunities for park and open space X Parks, MC, BOP
development on potential park properties
transferred from Multnomah County.
EID Provide picnic facilities so that parks can be used X Park, PGNA,
for family outings and neighborhood gatherings BRCD
especially at Raymond, Gilbert, Gilbert Heights,
Earl Boyles and West Powellhurst Parks.
Ell Improve and add new habitat for birds, X Parks,PGNA
butterflies, bats, squirrels etc. in all park areas.
Note: Action Charts were approved by Portland City Council by resolution. They are a starting place. All actions have
an identified implementor. They were adopted with the Wlderstanding that some will need to De adjusted and others
replaced with more feasible proposals. Identification of an implementor for an action is an expression of interest and
support with the understanding that circumstances will affect the implementation leader's ability to take action.
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Earl Boyles Park
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Policy 3. Public Safety
Reduce crime and reinforce a sense of security for those living and working
in Powellhurst-Gilbert.
(Adopted as part of Portland's Comprehensive Plan)
Objectives:
1. Encourage Portland's police to participate in community affairs and to get to know the
Powellhurst-Gilbert neighborhood and neighbors.
2. Maintain and improve the safety and appearance of the neighborhood.
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Action Chart: Public Safety
Time
# Actions Adopted On- Next 610 Implementors
with going 5Yrs 20
Plan Yrs
PROJECTS
PI Work with the Police Bureau to locate a new east X PGNA
side police precinct in the Powellhurst-Gilbert
neiRhborhood.
PROGRAMS
P2 Maintain a police contact facility in the X PPB
Powellhurst-Gilbert neighborhood.
P3 Establish a "Block Watch" program that includes X EPDC,PGNA
every street in the Powellhurst-Gilbert
neighborhood.
P4 Schedule regular meetings with police liaison X PGNA,EPDC,
people to discuss methods of dealing with specific PPB
problems.
P5 Involve fire personnel and fire station facilities in X PFB,EPDC,
community education and safety-related PGNA
programs.
P6 Increase the education of citizens about the X BES,PGNA,
nuisance codes and how to make sure these codes EPDC,BOB
are enforced.
P7 Create public service oriented projects for youth X PGNA,BES,
such as tree planting, neighborhood clean-ups, Parks, BHCD
plant-a-thons and other activities that help
youth develop a sense of ownership and
participation in the neighborhood and community.
P8 Reduce speeding in the neighborhood, especially X PPB
on: 104th between Holgate and Powell, 128th
between Foster and Holgate, 115th north of
Powell, and 113th between Holgate and Harold.
P9 Reduce cruising on SE 122nd Avenue south of X EPDC,PPB
Division.
PlO Request PDOT to remove basketball hoops in the X PGNA
ri!!;hts-of way.
Pll Develop a proactive partnership with the Fire X PGNA, PFB
Bureau and use the Community Emergency
Services philosophy to promote personal safety.
PI2 Provide an additional police officer in the X PPB
Powellhurst-Gilbert neighborhood.
Note: Action Charts were approved by Portland City Council by resolution. They are a starting place. All actions have
an identified implementor. They were adopted with the understanding that some will need to De adjusted and others
replaced with more feasible proposals. Identification of an implementor for an action is an expression of interest and
support with the understanding that circumstances will affect the implementation leader's ability to take action.
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Policy 4. Housing and Neighborhood Livability
Improve the neighborhood and encourage and allow for diversity in the
type and density of housing within the neighborhood.
(Adopted as part of Portland's Comprehensive Plan)
Objectives:
1. Increase the potential for new housing in Powellhurst-Gilbert.
2. Support programs which help provide for owner occupancy for those who have low
and moderate incomes and who want to own homes.
3. Encourage the replacement of unsound structures with higher density infill
development which is in keeping with the character of surrounding properties.
4. Implement this neighborhood plan.
\
From Neighborhood Building Blocks: Design Guidelines for Outer Southeast Portland,
Portland Community Design. 1995.
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Action Chart: Housing and Neighborhood Livability
Time
# Actions Adopted On- Next 6 to Implementnrs
with going 5Yrs 20
Plan Yrs
PROJECTS
HI Create a nonprofit community development X BHCD. Oregon
organization to build new infill housing and/or Community
provide low cost loans to rehabilitate homes for Foundations
first time buyers.
PROGRAMS
H2 Provide a staff person to the neighborhood X BHCD.EPDC.
association to help implement the action items in PGNA
this plan.
R3 Encourage landlords to take a proactive approach X PGNA.PPB,
to managing their properties by adequately PDC
screening tenants.
H4 Provide clinics in the neighborhood to offer free X OHS. MC. PGNA
and/ or low cost spaying and neutering of cats and
dogs.
H5 Improve and continue to maintain sound X PGNA.BOP.
structures in the existing housing stock rather than PDC.BRCD.
promote demolition. ROSE,CDCs.
BOB
H6 Encourage the use of existing programs and X PGNA.BOP.
resources and support development of new PDC,DOE.
programs needed to assist property owners with BRCD
building rehabilitation and weatherization. These
programs and resources should primarily serve
those with low incomes.
H7 Encourage and expand the Portland Development X PDC,ROSE.
Commission's homesteading program and similar BRCD
programs such as ROSE.
REGULATIONS
H8 Allow single-wide mobile homes in mobile home X Mobile home
parks, and other types of appropriate housing for park owners.
elderly residents (al';e 62 and over). BOP. BOB
Note: Action Charts were approved by Portland City Council by resolution. They are a sta~ place. All actions have
an identified implementor. They were adopted with the understanding that some will need to De adjusted and others
replaced with more feasible proposals. Identification of an implementor for an action is an eXp'ression of interest and
support with the understanding that circumstances will affect the implementation leader's ability to take action.
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Policy 5. Historic Preservation and Urban Design
Preserve, restore and enhance Powellhurst-Gilbert's historic resources.
(Adopted as part of Portland's Comprehensive Plan)
Objectives:
1. Build neighborhood identity by researching and preserving the neighborhood's
history.
2. Promote, restore and maintain architecturally or historically significant structures and
other historic features in the neighborhood including horse rings, carriage rails and
dates and names found in sidewalks.
3. Record Powellhurst-Gilbert's early history by conducting oral interviews with the
area's older residents.
4. Underground utilities.
5. Use design elements such as landscaping, screening and building orientation to
ensure good design of new development and cohesive commercial areas.
6. Maintain and enhance the appearance of existing development.
From Neighborhood Building Blocks:
Design Guidelines for Outer Southeast Portland
Portland Community Design, 1995
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Action Chart: Historic Preservation and Urban Design
Time
# Actions Adopted On- Next 6to Implementnrs
with going 5 Yr. 20
Plan Yr.
PROJECTS
HPI Prepare an inventory and map of historic X PONA,BOP
buildings.
HP2 Locate oldest residence, oldest institution and the X PGNA,BOP
oldest commercial building in the neighborhood.
HP3 Identify structures of architectural or historical X PONA,BOP
significance that may qualify for historic
renovation tax incentives including residential,
commercial, industrial and institutional buildings.
HP4 Record and document current neighborhood X PGNA
events and achievements to preserve Poweilhurst
Gilbert's on-going history for future generations.
PROGRAMS
HP5 Remove garage sale and other types of temporary X PONA, Citizen.
or illegal signs in a timelv fashion.
HP6 Continue to require new development to be X PGNA,BOP
compatible with the livability of the neighborhood.
HP7 Support efforts to require utilities to be located X PGNA,BOP,
underground in all new construction. BOB
HP8 Support efforts to locate existing above ground X PGNA,BOP,
utilities underground whenever possible. BOB
HP9 Plant new trees to improve the appearance and X PGNA,BOB,
I qualitv of the neighborhood whenever practical. Parks
HPIO Retain and protect trees that are valuable to the X PGNA,BOP,
neighborhood. BOB, Parks
Note: Action Charts were approved by Portland City Council by resolution. They are a starting place. All actions have
an identified implementor. They were adopted with the understanding that some will need to be adjusted and others
replaced with more feasible proposals. Identification of an implementor for an action is an expression of interest and
support with the understanding that circumstances will affect the implementation leader's ability to take action.
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Policy 6. Economic Development
Improve, support and create businesses that enhance the neighborhood and
provide needed goods and services to residents.
(Adopted as part of Portland's Comprehensive Plan)
Objectives:
1. Large commercial areas should be located to meet the following
requirements:
a. Traffic is directed away from local residential streets;
b. Site abuts a transit street;
c. Buffering is provided to protect abutting residential development;
d. Public services with sufficient capacities are available, or
e. Public services will be fully financed by the developer.
2. Create attractive and safe neighborhood commercial centers.
3. Promote the use of commercial signs which do not obstruct visibility and which
promote community identity.
From Neighborhood Building Blocks:
Design Guidelines for Outer Southeast Portland
Portland Community Design, 1995
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Action Chart: Economic Development
Time
# Actions Adopted On- Nexi 610 Implementors
with going 5Yrs 20
Plan Yrs
PROJECTS
El Install signs to identify the Powellhurst-Gilbert X PGNA,
Neighborhood throughout the neighborhood, but
especially at entrances to the neighborhood.
E2 Locate a post high-school educational facility in X PeC,PDC,
the neighborhood which will train people for jobs BHCD, MHCC,
which are located in the neighborhood or nearby. olher HCD
If possible do this in conjunction with other HCD eligible
eliF;ibIe nei!¥tborhoods. neighborhoods
E3 Form a Powellhurst-Gilbert business association X EPDC,PGNA,
that participates in the Powellhurst-Gilbert aNA
Neicltborhood Association.
PROGRAMS
E4 Provide adequate on-site li!¥tting. X Businesses
E5 Invite representatives to come to Powellhurst- X PDC,EPDC,
Gilbert Neighborhood Association meetings to PGNA
provide information on programs, land use and
building codes, training opportunities and
financial assistance.
E6 Use Crime Prevention Through Environmental X Businesses, BOP
Design (CITED) principles.
E7 Provide good pedestrian access through parking X Businesses
lots.
ES Develop working relationships between the X Parks,PGNA
business, educational and residential communities.
E9 Create new markets for locally produced goods X PGNA,
and services, for example, a farmers market and Businesses
arts and crafts fair.
EIO Employ neighborhood residents and businesses to X PDC,BHCD,
maintain and rehabilitate properties in the CDCs,PGNA
neighborhood.
Ell Work with the Portland Development X PDC,EPDC,
Commission, the Small Business BHCD,PGNA
Administration and other appropriate agencies to
protect (stabilize) and improve Powellhurst-
Gilbert's commercial areas.
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Time
# Actions Adopted On- Next 6 to Implementors
with going SYrs 20
Plan Yrs
E12 Publicly recognize new businesses in the area, as X PGNA
well as existing businesses that have improved
their appearance.
E13 Identify and develop cooperative projects that X EPDC,PGNA
businesses and residents can work on together,
such as National Night Out and neighborhood
cleanups.
El4 Obtain funding and enlist skilled people or X PGNA,PDC,
agencies to carry out "main street" types of BRCD,BOP
development.
El5 Add more pedestrian amenities and street X PWB, BReD,
furniture such as benches, litter receptacles, property owners
drinking fountains to neighborhood commercial
areas. These locations are Division Center -
122nd/Division (SW corner); Springwater
Corridor - intersection 136th, 122nd (SE corner); SE
corner - 122nd/Powell.
Note: Action Charts were approved by Portland City Council by resolution. They are a starling place. All actions have
an identified implementor. They were adopted with the understanding that some will need to De adjusted and others
replaced with more feasible proposals during the life of this plan. Identification of an implementor for an action is an
eXp'ression of interest and support with the understanding that circumstances will affect the implementation leader's
abl1ity to take action.
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Another view of the former Foster Farm property.
Foster Drive-In on Foster Road, though closed during the winter months, has long been a
favorite gathering place for the area's residents.
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Neighborhood Association Advocacy Agenda
The Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood Association Advocacy Agenda was added as a
result of testimony taken by Planning Commission and Planning Commission's subsequent
decision to remove two items from the action charts. Instead of removing them from the
Neighborhood Plan entirely, this new Advocacy Agenda was created so they could remain
in the Plan. These two items either conflict with City policy and/or Metro or State goals,
policies or guidelines or are inappropriate in a Plan developed and adopted for the
Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood. They are included in this document out of respect for
the hard work the Powellhurst-Gilbert neighbors have brought to their plan process.
The Advocacy Agenda is for the guidance and use of the Powellhurst Gilbert
Neighborhood Association only. City Council did not take action on this Agenda; these
items are not part of the City's Comprehensive Plan, the Outer Southeast Community Plan,
nor the adopted Powellhurst Neighborhood Plan. In no instance will any item included in
these sections be used for individual land use site specific issues. The presence of these
items in this part of the plan does not reflect or imply any support by the City or its
bureaus for these actions.
1. Support efforts to make it difficult for west-bound turns from 1-205 to Division.
Provide signs to indicate that west-bound traffic should use Powell.
2. Encourage the appropriate agencies to widen SE Powell to 3 lanes, one each way
with a left tum lane. Full bicycle and pedestrian pathways should be included.
The City designs roads based on many criteria. Putting such a limitation on design
configurations could compromise engineering possibilities.
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Appendices
BES
BHCD
BOB
BOP
CDC
DOE
Energy
EPDC
HCD
Metro
MHCC
MC
ODOT
ONA
Parks
PCC
PDC
PDOT
PFB
PGNA
PPB
PWB
Pvt
ROSE
TM
Appendix A
Key To Abbreviations and Implementing Agencies
Bureau of Environmental Services
Bureau of Housing and Community Development
Bureau of Buildings
Bureau of Planning
Community Development Corporation
Department of Energy
Portland Energy Office
East Portland District Coalition
Housing & Community Development; often used in conjunction with
HCD-eligible, which refers to eligibility for grants and special projects
Metro (formerly Metropolitan Service District)
Mount Hood Community College
Multnomah County
Oregon Department of Transportation
Office of Neighborhood Associations
Bureau of Parks and Recreation
Portland Community College
Portland Development Commission
Portland Department of Transportation
Portland Fire Bureau
Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood Association
Portland Police Bureau
Portland Water Bureau
Private enterprises
Revitalize Outer South East Community Development Corporation
Tri-Met
AppendixB
Target List for BHCD Funding
The Bureau of Housing and Community Development, in order to best allocate funding to
eligible neighborhoods, has requested a list of priority items the Neighborhood
Association desires. This list has been prepared to guide such expenditures by the Bureau
of Housing and Community Development.
Action Items in Order of Priority
1. Build a community center, which possibly has a swimming pool, and which includes a
senior center to serve Powellhurst-Gilbert within the area bounded by 1-205, 174th,
Halsey, and Clackamas County, perhaps in conjunction with Multnomah County
and/or other social service or educational facilities.
Implementors: Parks, Multnomah County, PGNA, BHCD, adjoining neighborhoods
2. Obtain funding and enlist skilled people or agencies to carry out "main street" types of
development.
Implementors: PGNA, POC, BHCD, BOP
3. Improve local streets which are eligible for HUD funding, including but not limited to:
Ramona from 122nd to 128th, Ramona from 128th to 136th and Holgate from 122nd to
136th.
Implementors: BHCD, Pvt
4. Support creation of a system of bicycle and pedestrian facilities which connect points
of interest and employment centers in the neighborhood to the Springwater Corridor
by participating in the Bike Master Plan.
Implementors: PGNA, BHCD
5. Create public service oriented projects for youth such as tree planting, neighborhood
clean-ups, plant-a-thons and other activities that help youth develop a sense of
ownership and participation in the neighborhood and community.
Implementors: PGNA, BES, BHCD, Parks
6. Encourage the use of existing programs and resources and support development of
new programs needed to assist property owners with building rehabilitation and
weatherization. These programs and resources should primarily serve those with low
incomes.
lmplementors: PGNA, BOP, BHCD, Energy Office, PDC
7. Actively seek improvements to Ed Benedict Park that were previously committed to:
picnic area, playground facilities, etc.
lmplementors: Parks, BHCD, PGNA
8. Request PDOT develop pedestrian walkways along designated routes, as identified in
the Transportation Element, throughout the Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood, and
especially on Division and on Powell Boulevard east of 1-205.
lmplementors: BHCD, PGNA
9. Work with the Portland Development Commission, the Small Business
Administration and other appropriate agencies to protect (stabilize) and improve
Powellhurst-Gilbert's commercial areas.
Implementors: PDC, EPDC, BHCD, PGNA
10. Provide picnic facilities so that parks can be used for family outings and
neighborhood gatherings especially at Raymond, Gilbert, Gilbert Heights, Earl Boyles
and West Powellhurst Parks.
Implementors: Parks, BHCD, PGNA
11. Locate a post high-school educational facility in the neighborhood which will train
people for jobs which are located in the neighborhood or nearby. If possible do this in
conjunction with other HCD eligible neighborhoods.
Implementors: PCC, PDC, BHCD, MHCC, other HCD eligible neighborhoods
12. Encourage the appropriate agencies to widen SE Powell to three lanes, one each way
with a left turn lane. Full bicycle and pedestrian pathways should be included.
lmplementors: PGNA, BHCD
13. Provide a staff person to the neighborhood association to help implement the action
items in this plan.
lmplementors: BHCD, EPDC, PGNA, BOP
14. Work with PDOT's Bureau of Traffic Management through the Neighborhood Traffic
Management Program to control the volume and speed of traffic on local streets
where safety issues are a concern. Neighborhood priorities are: 136th Avenue south
of Powell, 104th Avenue south of Powell to Holgate, and 122nd Avenue.
Implementors: PGNA, BHCD
15. Improve and continue to maintain sound structures in the existing housing stock
rather than promote demolition.
Implementors: PGNA, BHCD, ROSE, other COCs, POC
16. Create a nonprofit community development organization to build new infill housing
and/or provide low cost loans to rehabilitate homes for first time buyers.
Implementors: BHCD, Oregon Community Foundations
17. Employ neighborhood residents and businesses to maintain and rehabilitate
properties in the neighborhood.
Implementors: PDC, BHCD, CDCs, PGNA
18. Add more pedestrian amenities and street furniture such as benches, litter receptacles
and drinking fountains to neighborhood commercial and recreation areas. Some of
these locations are Division Center at 122nd and Division (SW comer); Springwater
Corridor at the intersections of 136th and 122nd (SE comer); and Powell Villa at 122nd
and Powell (SE comer).
Implementors: Water Bureau, BHCD, property owners
Appendix C
Target List for Other Funding
Some items desired by the Powellhurst-Gilbert Neighborhood cannot be funded through
the Bureau of Housing and Community Development. Action Items on this list may be
achieved through a variety of funding methods. It is a guide for the Powellhurst-Gilbert
Neighborhood Association.
Action Items in Order of Priority
1. Provide picnic facilities so that parks can be used for family outings and
neighborhood gatherings especially at Raymond, Gilbert, Gilbert Heights, Earl Boyles
and West Powellhurst Parks.
Implementors: Parks, PGNA, BHCD
2. Encourage the appropriate agencies to widen SE Powell to three lanes, one each way
with a left tum lane. Full bicycle and pedestrian pathways should be included.
Implementors: PGNA, BHCD
3. Actively seek improvements to Ed Benedict Park that were previously committed to:
picnic area, playground facilities, etc.
Implementors: Parks, BHCD, PGNA
4. Provide more bus shelters with trash receptacles and telephones in Powellhurst
Gilbert, especially on SE 82nd, 122nd and 136th Avenues, SE Powell, SE Holgate and
on SE Division Street.
Implementors: Tri-Met, PGNA, Pvt
5. Provide clinics in the neighborhood to offer free and/or low cost spaying and
neutering of cats and dogs.
Implementors: Oregon Humane Society, Multnomah County Animal Control, PGNA
6. Develop existing park land with lighting and activity centers such as ball fields,
toddlers play area, play structures, etc.
Implementors: Parks, PGNA
7. Create public service oriented projects for youth such as tree planting, neighborhood
dean-ups, plant-a-thons and other activities that help youth develop a sense of
ownership and participation in the neighborhood and community.
Implementors: PGNA, BES, Parks, BHCD
8. Work with PDOT's Bureau of Traffic Management through the Neighborhood Traffic
Management Program to control the volume and speed of traffic on local streets
where safety issues are a concern. Neighborhood priorities are: 136th Avenue south
of Powell, 104th Avenue south of Powell to Holgate, and 122nd Avenue.
Implementors: PGNA, BHCD
9. Obtain funding and enlist skilled people or agencies to carry out "main street" types of
development.
Implementors: PGNA, PDC, BOP
10. Develop a major transit stop and a park-and-ride facility at the intersection of SE.
Powell Boulevard and 1-205.
Implementors: Tri-Met, BOP
11. Employ neighborhood residents and businesses to maintain and rehabilitate
properties in the neighborhood.
Implementors: PDC, CDCs, PGNA
12. Encourage landlords to take a proactive approach to managing their properties by
adequately screening tenants.
Implementors: PGNA, PPB, PDC
Appendix 0
Transportation Capital Improvement Projects in Powellhurst-Gilbert
1998-1999 (depending on funding availability)
West Powellhurst School Safety Project
(SE Division to SE Powell, SE 114th to 118th)
